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Lesson 21
Understand Angle Relationships

You know that vertical angles formed by two intersecting lines have the same measure, so 
they are congruent. You can also find congruent angles whenever parallel lines are crossed 
by another line. 
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Place parallel strips of paper side by side. Use a ruler to draw a line across them, then cut the 
strips on the line. Where would you expect two angles to overlap perfectly? Slide one strip to 
cover the other, as shown at the right above, to check your thinking.

When a third line cuts, or crosses, two lines it is called a transversal. When the lines are 
parallel, the transversal forms pairs of congruent angles called corresponding angles. 
Corresponding angles are angles that are in the same position in the intersections of the 
transversal and each of the parallel lines. Angles 1, 2, and 3 are above one parallel line and 
to the right of the transversal, so they are all congruent.

You can combine what you know about congruent vertical angles with congruent 
corresponding angles to find other pairs of congruent angles.

Because /2 and /5 are vertical angles, /2 > /5. /1 > /2 
because they are corresponding angles, so that also means 
that /1 > /5. Angle pairs such as /1 and /5 are called 
alternate interior angles because they are inside 
(between) the two parallel lines and they are on alternate 
(opposite) sides of the transversal. Alternate interior angles 
are congruent if created by parallel lines.

Think You can reason that alternate interior angles are congruent.
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Where can you find pairs of angles that are congruent?

Reviews 
7.GM.2
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Adjacent supplementary angles, such as /2 and /6 are called a linear pair because 
they form a line. Another linear pair is /5 and /6. The sum of the measures of the  
angles in a linear pair is always 180°.

Combine this with facts about alternate interior angles to learn about  
same-side interior angles, or angles on the same side of a transversal  
that crosses parallel lines. Since m/2 1 m/6 5 180, and since /1 > /2,  
then m/1 1 m/6 5 180. To use mathematical language, you  
can say same-side interior angles are supplementary.
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Here are more angle relationships shown in this figure.

/2 and /5 are vertical angles /2 > /5

/1 and /2 are corresponding angles /1 > /2

/1 and /5 are alternate interior angles /1 > /5

/5 and /6 are a linear pair m/5 1 m/6 5 180

Reflect
1  Name other pairs of corresponding angles, alternate interior angles, vertical angles, and 

angles in a linear pair.

 

 

 

 

 

Think You can reason that same-side interior angles are supplementary.



Guided Instruction

Think About
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Identifying Angle Pairs

2  m /a 5       

3  m /b 5       

Recognize alternate interior angles to find each measure.

4  m /c 5       

5  m /d 5       

Use same-side interior angles to find the measure.

6  m /e 5        What is another way to find m /e? 

 

Use corresponding angles to find the measure.

7  m /f 5        What is another way to find m /f ?

 

 

Now try this problem.

8  Lines p and q are parallel. Give three ways to reason that /1 and /7 
are congruent.
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Lines ℓ and m are parallel.
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Let’s Explore the Idea Recognize vertical angles to find 
each measure.
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Let’s Talk About It  
Now let’s explore more angle pairs.

9  In the diagram, ABCD is a parallelogram. List all the angles that are congruent to /1 and 
all the angles that are congruent to /8. For the angles listed below, tell how you know 
whether they are congruent to /1 or /8. 

a. Congruent to /1:  

  

b. Congruent to /8:  

  

c. /6 reason:  

d. /15 reason:  

  

e. /14 reason:  

  

  

10  Reasoning about transversals and congruent angles can give you information about 

different polygons. In the parallelogram formed by these lines, what do you notice about 

diagonally opposite angles?  

Try It Another Way 

11  Adam sketches plans for a small wooden table. This side view 
shows the two legs on one side of the table. Why can you 
represent the table top and the floor with parallel lines?

  

12  Which two pairs of angles are alternate interior angles?

  

13  If Adam builds the table and doesn’t make those pairs of angles congruent, what will be 
wrong with his table?

 

c d e f
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Guided Practice

Connect
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Identifying Angle Pairs

Talk through these problems as a class, then write your answers below.

14  Conclude The diagram shows lines ℓ, m, n, p, and q all cut by 
transversal t. Which two lines are parallel? How do you know? 

 

 

 

 

15  Critique Ari drew the two lines p and q,  and a transversal line t perpendicular to q with 
m/1 5 90. He says that since /1 and /2 are corresponding angles, /1 is congruent to 
/2 and m/2 5 90. But when he measures /2, he finds that it is 75°. Explain Ari’s mistake. 

 

 

 

 

16  Argue In the diagram, ABCD is a parallelogram.  
Write an argument to support the claim that  
m/x 5 m/y. 
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Apply
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Identifying Angle Pairs

17  Put It Together Use what you have learned to complete this task.

 

Emily is planning a quilt. She has cut fabric into identical triangles like the ones 
shown below. She plans to use these triangles to make a border for the quilt.

Show how she can transform the triangles to form a row of triangular pieces to fit 
between the parallel lines of the border. 

Part A For the first arrangement, begin with the piece shown below.

top edge of border

Part B Show another arrangement, beginning with the piece shown here.

top edge of border

Part C  Emily decides on the arrangement shown below by continuing to transform the 
triangle. The edges of the border are parallel. Name three pairs of congruent 
angles. Use angle relationships to explain why they are congruent. Identify a set 
of supplementary angles. 

top edge of border

1

2 7 143 6 10

5 11

12 16

4 8 9 13 15

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




